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Abstract: Beach volleyball is a sports game practiced during performance sports activities and people 
who love to move, or for recreational purposes, Loisir. The game of beach volleyball resembles the 
game of indoor volleyball in terms of the similarity of essential execution by the volleyball player and 
some actions of attack or defense. However, the two sports also have significant differences. This is 
making beach volleyball one of the most famous and practiced sports, especially in the hot season. Also, 
statistics highlight that sports with the ball up in the open air have the most massive audiences among 
the sports practiced at the Summer Olympics. 
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Introduction 
The volleyball game is an acyclic team game, where muscular work is of a speed-

power, accuracy-coordinating character (Kozina et al., 2018). The volleyball game has 
developed in speed and strength characteristics, being physical (Sopa, 2019). 

Beach volleyball is a sports game practiced during performance sports 
activities and people who love to move, or for recreational purposes, Loisir. The 
game of beach volleyball resembles the game of indoor volleyball in terms of the 
similarity of essential execution by the volleyball player and some actions of attack 
or defense. However, the two sports have also significant differences. This is making 
beach volleyball one of the most famous and practiced sports, especially in the hot 
season. Also, statistics highlight that sports with the ball up in the open air have the 
most massive audiences among the sports practiced at the Summer Olympics. 

Volleyball games, relatively simple, once, by training players and multilateral 
actions' scroll speed, get to enjoy a wide increasingly accepted by the audience 
(Cojocaru and Cojocaru, 2018). The game of volleyball has a wide range of actions in 
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the game, from the simplest to the most complex. This required the players to 
continue training and persevering and staging the sequence of processing the 
learning and teaching for coaches, which gives a touch of increased subtlety of this 
game (Szabo, 2015). A volleyball player's use of explosive power in vertical, 
horizontal, and side movements is critical (Sopa, 2019). 

Volleyball has become one of the most practiced sports in the world (Herman 
et al., 2018). The volleyball game requires expertise in several physical fitness and 
performance and often depends on an individual's ability to jump on very high-level 
parameters (Szabo, 2015). 

As games become more balanced, there is a greater need to understand 
whether winning teams are better at putting into practice the skills of playing more 
points or making fewer mistakes (Szabo et al., 2018). 

Performance in collective sports is mirrored by a series of inter-relational 
components, in the middle of a complex universe where there are various 
phenomena expressed through general and specific systemic relationships that act 
synergistically to achieve sporting performances (Szabo et al, 2019). 

One of the main reasons why beach volleyball is so famous and increasingly 
popular around the world is that unlike indoor volleyball, where a player specializes 
in a particular position, he will carry out specific training only for that activity, in 
beach volleyball, a player must master all the elements and technical procedures 
encountered. Thus, in the game of beach volleyball, a player must have an excellent 
command of the following elements: service, receiving, setting the ball for the attack 
with an overhand pass or a forearm pass, attack, blocking, recovering the ball with 
or without diving, while in indoor volleyball a player can only specialize for setting 
the ball, attacking and blocking the ball, and there is even the possibility of not 
serving at all.  

In indoor volleyball, a player can be a reserve and can do nothing but hope 
that he will be used in the team by changing a starting player, and if this does not 
happen, he will have to overcome this psychological impasse and prepare for the 
next match. Beach volleyball is an intermittent team sport played by two teams of 
two players on a sand court divided by a net (Kiraly, 1999).  It is characterized by 
frequent high-intensity efforts interposed by short recovery phases (Palao et al., 
2012). The performance involves jumps (e.g. attacking, serving, blocking), short 
sprints, direction changes, and diving digs (Natali et al., 2017). During a single set, 
Palao et al., (2012) observed that defenders and blockers performed an average of 
27 and 31 jumps, respectively. Also, moving on sand increases energy costs 
compared to moving on the solid ground (Zamparo, 1992).  

Beach volleyball is played under demanding environmental conditions: Zetou 
et al., (2008) reported that during over 50 matches analyzed in an official 
tournament, the mean air temperature was 33.6°C (max 38◦C), and mean humidity 
was 56% (max 75%). While there are no changes in beach volleyball, a player has to 
cover a much larger area of the gym than in indoor volleyball, reaching to touch the 
ball more often, almost every time it is in their part of the court. For this aspect, the 
players need an excellent physical condition, jumping from sand being much more 
massive than the ones in the gym; they require specific physical training among the 
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athletes, the muscular strength development training carried out in a gym getting a 
special significance.  

Beach volley game is divided into two phases: side out and counter attack. The 
sequence of beach volleyball actions is: serve, serve reception, set, attack, block, and dig 
(George and Panagiotis, 2008). The side out phase includes: serve reception, setting, and 
attack. The counterattack includes: block, dig, set, and attack (Costa et al., 2012). 

In beach volleyball over the years, with its changes to the rules, the athlete 
should fundamentally provide good physical strength, such as speed (reaction and 
displacement), agility, explosive power, and maximum force (Bizzocchi, 2008; 
Lehnert et al., 2009; Pereira et al., 2015; Pastore et al., 2015). 

Beach volleyball is less harmful to the players' body integrity; it does not put 
so much pressure on the ligaments and joints, as a big advantage it can be practiced 
until a considerable age. In beach volleyball, there is a significant amount of landings 
following jump movements related to high forces in the lower limb joints (Bisseling 
et al., 2007; Edwards et al., 2012; Lindner et al., 2012). Such high forces may cause 
acute and overuse injuries like anterior cruciate ligament ruptures or patellar 
tendinopathies, respectively (Bahr and Reeser, 2003). 

In beach volleyball, each of the competitors needs to know their role during 
the point dispute. Thus, when the player hits the ball at service, the players must 
know exactly what they have to do in the next phase, and the two must have a game 
plan from the very beginning regarding who will receive the service. Usually, if the 
players are at the same quality level of the game, each occupies 50% of the court. If 
one player is more valuable than the other, he occupies 60% of the court; the other 
will cover only 40%. If the age difference is significant between the two partners, 
one of them being a player over 45-50 years old, the more mobile player will cover 
75% of the field in the receiving position. 

 
Setting the ball in beach volleyball 
Once the ball has left the receiver's hands, his teammate must already be set in 

the middle of the field and wait for the ball to be set for the player's attack that 
received the ball from service. There are two types of setting for attacking (lifting): 
setting the ball with two hands from above – the overhand pass, or setting with two 
hands together, from a lower position – the forearm pass. A good player must 
master both. Beach volleyball players often use the forearm instead of the overhand 
pass because of the risk of a technical error due to an incorrect movement, although 
the overhand pass is more precise (Koch and Tilp, 2009). Hernandez et al., (2004) 
analyzed the kinematics of the overhand pass in indoor volleyball; however, 
kinematic analysis of the overhand pass in beach volleyball lacks. A good setter will 
be able to put the ball in the attacking position no matter where it bounces from the 
colleague's hand after receiving the ball from service, and for this, the setter must 
have the ability to execute the following technical elements in the following order: 

1. Deciphering the opposing defense: the setter must study very quickly how 
to prepare the opposing defense to play the next offensive phase. Depending on how 
the opponents are arranged, the setter must decide in a short time where he will 
send the ball for the attack.  
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In beach volleyball, the efficacy of the reception is high. In nine out of ten 
receptions, the execution allows the team to build an attack (Lacerda and Mesquita, 
2003; Lopez et al., 2009). The reason for this is probably the difficulty of moving in 
the sand, in addition to communication problems in the zone between the receivers 
(Noël et al., 2016; Smith, 2006). 

2. Receiving anticipation: To execute the setting for attack, the setter must be 
very careful in the direction that the ball gets after executing the receiving by his 
colleague. Ideally, the receiving will be a perfect one, and the ball will get a direct 
trajectory to the place where the setter is located. It happens very often that the 
receiving is less successful or even wrong, and then the setter must be prepared for 
a swift move, because when he comes in contact with the ball to be in a firm 
position, static so he has the best chance of sending the ball to where his partner 
wanted it to go. Reception analysis should consider the type of service and, if 
possible, the serve speed (Busca et al., 2012; Palao and Valades, 2014). 

 

 
Figure 1. Receiving zone from the opponent service 

 

 
Figure 2. Perfect receiving of the service 

 
3. Entering a stable position (planting): like in the case of the receiving 

position, in this case, a swift movement of the setter is needed so that he positions 
itself on the downward trajectory of the ball (with the hope that it will land in the 
target area desired by both players). The feet must firmly be embedded in the sand 
to give a solid base to the absolute position which requires the legs to be apart 
shoulder width, the knees bent, the body bent forward so that it can efficiently 
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perform a vertical movement to come into contact with the ball quickly or 
sometimes even to make a jump in order to prevent the ball from passing over the 
net following an imperfect receiving. Emphasis is placed on the use of leg muscles, 
and of course, special attention is needed on the ball that should not be overlooked 
at any time. The footwork is an essential aspect in order to prepare the correct 
execution position of the setting (Tilp and Rindler, 2013). The shoulders should be 
close to the net, forming an ideal angle of 90 degrees, so that the ball can be easily 
sent both forward and backward, and the foot that is closest to the net should be 
placed approximately 10-15 cm further than the one from the center of the court.  

4. Bending the legs: if a setting is used (as in most cases) with the overhand 
pass, the legs must be bent at the beginning of the movement to execute the ball set 
for the attack. This aspect makes the overhand setting, which differs from the one 
used with the forearm pass, to be precise, strong enough and sent exactly where the 
teammate wants it. The force gives the power with which the ball leaves the setter's 
hand that the legs develop at the moment of their extension when returning from 
flexion. The hands are the ones that apply the direction on the ball in particular and 
not the force on it, only to a minimal extent (D’Anastasio et al., 2019). 

5. The actual setting of the ball: it has reached the stage where the ball is in a 
downward trajectory, the body is positioned just below it, and it is observed that the 
ball has much rotation around its axis, in addition to the downward movement that 
we anticipate. At this point, in order not to make a mistake, namely double contact 
on the ball, much prior preparation is needed. The training is essential both for 
receiving, attack, and physical training and for the ball set. The palms are positioned 
in the form of volleyball, and the movement that the setter will perform is to push 
his hands towards the ball, thus canceling the effect received by the ball after 
reception of the ball. Therefore, the forearms should be bent at the elbow joint and 
positioned with the palms just above the forehead, with the thumbs oriented 
parallel and opposed to the eyes of the setter who will set the ball to his attacking 
colleague. A rapid movement positions the body under the ball's downward 
trajectory resulting from receiving the ball with the hands positioned so that if it did 
not hold them in this position, the ball would hit the setter exactly in the forehead. 

6. Target zone: First of all, related to this aspect, we have to determine which 
the targeted area for setting the ball is. The easiest way to pass the ball is in front, 
hoping that the teammate also synchronizes with the ball and moves properly for 
the attack. As the game level increases, the setter must reach the stage where he can 
accurately set the ball both forward and backward, sideways, by jumping or in any 
way that serves his teammate effectively for his team. In principle, the ball must 
reach a trajectory parallel to the net at a distance of about 0.5m - 0.75m in front of 
the attacking teammate. 

If the attacking player is left-handed and plays on the left side of the court, the 
setting for him must be in the position where he is or a little to the outside, but not 
to the inside of the court as his chances of attacking the ball from the setting 
decrease dramatically. If the attacker is right-handed and plays on the left side, that 
is considered his substantial area the setting can be sent without problems either in 
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front of the attacking player or further inwards if it cannot be entirely controlled, 
but not outwards. 

It is much easier to attack an attacker who is on his strong side if the setting is 
more inwards than outwards. In the mirror, if we have a left-handed player who 
plays on the right side (his strong side), he adapts more quickly to a ball that comes 
inwards than one that passes him, and the trajectory carries him outwards. If a 
player activates on his weak side (a right-hander on the right or a left-hander on the 
left), the pass must be set either in front of them about the position in which they 
evolve or outside the antenna area. 

Another important aspect concerns the setting's height and how it can be 
quantified in a well-defined way. Of course, we cannot give a very exact answer for 
this aspect, but it is clear that the ball, after being set, must rise at least 1 meter 
above the height of the net (if the players are close in that phase and the attacker can 
hit the ball before it falls below the top strip of the net). If the distance between the 
two teammates is considerable, the setting's height must increase considerably, and 
the ball should rise in the air at about 2 meters, as the attacker needs more time to 
reach the optimal position of attack and court orientation towards the opposing 
team. Both partners must start with the same thought, namely: it is never the 
setter's fault for a wrong attack. An attacker should adapt to any setting he receives 
from the setter, and in no way is he allowed to blame the coordinator. This should be 
noted because there is no framework in which the attacking player is immortalized 
in world-class tournaments when he blames the setter for the wrong setting. Billy 
Ashen, head coach at the University of California, said that "True attackers adapt to 
the setting regardless of its type". 

 
Mental preparation in beach volleyball 
Particular importance should be given to mental dispute in a game of beach 

volleyball. There are two types of mental disputes: the dispute between the two 
opposing teams and each player's dispute with himself. It is evident that in a sports 
dispute, whether it is a match in a competition or a simple, friendly match, all 
players want to win that dispute. 

It is a behavior studied in many specialized works, and it is a majority 
concluded that no athlete likes to lose. Of course, there are no athletes who have not 
known defeat, but the way a player behaves when he loses or wins a game, a set or a 
point, differentiates them into two categories. 

Experts believe that an athlete who is rational, sober in his actions, and mood 
externalizations and inner feelings have much better chances of progress, assertion, 
and long-term gain. When an athlete manifests himself in a pronounced way after 
winning a point, he expresses himself beyond measure, it is a sign that opponents 
often interpret as simple luck for him, and if he were to play that same type of attack 
or defense again, the chances of success would be lower. It puts the success to the 
sign of doubt and on the luck in such situations. 

On the other hand, when one of the players expresses his frustration very 
openly after a point or a lost match, he is considered vulnerable by the opponents 
for the following actions and will try to take advantage of this aspect. Also, a very 
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vocal player, very exteriorized, is not very pleasant even by the spectators; they 
want to see a balanced and neutral person in behavior on the court regardless of the 
recorded result. 

At a high level, in official FIVB, World Tour, or AVP competitions, this type of 
extreme behavior is sporadic, to the surprise of amateurs who observe so-called 
highly contested and won by individual players, to the surprise of fans they do not 
show their joy very obviously winning the point. This aspect is to be avoided by 
athletes and considering that every action of this kind is accompanied by energy 
consumption, which against the background of accumulated fatigue, and the difficult 
conditions in which this sport is played can make a difference. 

 
Conclusions 
Beach volleyball practiced from an early age opens up opportunities to 

practice volleyball, including in the gym in the coming years. More and more sports 
organizations and clubs are tempted to organize beach volleyball competitions, as 
the demands among athletes and spectators continue to grow with representation. 
Many specialists consider that a beach volleyball player can evolve in indoor 
volleyball and do it at a satisfactory level, but for an indoor volleyball player, it is not 
very easy to move to beach volleyball because the gym is far too specialized for each 
position. The best volleyball players started their careers on the sand and then 
switched to indoor volleyball. In other research with same interdisciplinary 
character highlighted the importance of children’s psychomotor level (Szabo et al., 
2020a) and the young population’s health level (Szabo et al., 2020b; Szabo and Sopa, 
2020a; Szabo and Sopa, 2020b). 
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